
The Full
Emptiness
K=ko Todate meditates on the KUU series
ceramic designer and ceramic artist Iv

There is something intriguing about artists whose work embraces
different worlds, whether addressing the cultures of East and West, or,
in the case of Makoto Komatsu, between functionality and aesthetics.
Komatsu makes white geometric porcelain forms with innumerable
small holes. Some are intended to be hung while others are placed
on walls or stood on tables. All possess a pervading sense of quiet,
an inner calm that creates an almost anonymous presence - like air.
These peaceful objects pose questions about what they are and how
we are intended to see them.

Komatsu was born in Tokyo in 1943 and graduated from junior
college of Musashino Art University, which is highly regarded for its
advanced design programme. As a student Komatsu explored the two
contrasting areas of craft and design, studying under Tatsumi Kato,
professor of crafts and industrial design at the university. In Japanese,
the word for craft (kurafuto) indicates modern rather than traditional,
embracing the term artist and ceramist.

The word korgei, the older word for craft, now indicates more
traditional work. Although the word kurafuto is derived from the
English craft, the two are used to cover slightly different meanings
in Japan. Craft in English can refer to applied art or decorative art,
while kurafuto in Japanese specifically denotes an artist's handmade
functional piece that has a modern and refined form. Many Japanese
ceramists make both handmade functional pieces and non-functional
art pieces. Professor Kato is such a ceramist, as is Komatsu.

DUAUTIES The development of studio ceramics in Scandinavia is,
in many ways, similar to Japan in the sense that artists may make
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1 KUU 0407, unglazed porcelain, 2004,
L25cm 2 KUU 0403, unglazed porcelain,
2004, L7cm 3 KUU 0705, unglazed
porcelain, 2001, H17cm 4 KUU 0707,
unglazed porcelain, 2001, H13cm 5 KUU
0205, unglazed porcelain, 2002, L18cm

both functional and fine art pieces. In 1970 Komatsu travelled to
Sweden where he worked at the well-respected and traditional
ceramic manufacturing company Gustavsberg. The artists employed
at the factory have two faces. Sometimes they design ceramics for
industrial production, usually practical tableware, and at other
times they make their own art pieces as ceramic artists. The two
kinds of works, though seemingly very different, have mutually
beneficial effects, often with the one leading to greater
understanding of the other.

Such a description can be applied to Komatsu, who is a both a
ceramic designer and a ceramic artist. However, Komatsu adds a
further complication in that his creative output also includes what
can be called his intermediate works. Here, both functionality and
aesthetic pleasure exist in each piece. The KUU series is just about
'intermediate' or twofold works. At first glance, the pieces appear
merely white and retiring; however, if flowers are put into the holes
of the pieces they are instantly transformed into flower vessels.
Whether left unadorned or used as containers, these pieces are
readily incorporated into daily life, to create a unified world.

TOWARD FULL EMPTINESS The KUU series, says Komatsu, is different
in style and content to the tendency towards huge and dynamic
ceramics, which require the natural resources of clay and fuel. The
pieces are created using a thin layer of slip in a mould, which has
many irregular holes. The thinner the layer of the slip, the lighter the
objects, ultimately going toward KUU. Such a minimal use of materials
makes Komatsu's work ecologically friendly.

Stockists Design Collection, Matsuya
Department Store, Ginza, Tokyo; Mono
Gallery, Kichiiyoli, Tokyo, Spiral Market,
Minamiaoyama, Tokyo
Email mkt.komatsu@hello.emoil.ne.Ip
Web www.makoto-komatsu.com
Kazuko Todate is the chief curator of
Tsukubo Museum of Art, Ibaroki, Japan

INFINITY In Japanese KUU means empty, nothing or zero. If the
word is transcribed into the Chinese character kanji, it becomes
sora, which denotes sky; that is, unlimited space. Thus, KUU can be
described by the paradoxical description as 'full emptiness'. In that
sense, the KUU series calls on various aspects of oriental thought and
language. Generally speaking, many Japanese find great richness in
'fewness' or even 'nothingness'. Komatsu's works, whether functional
or artistic, move towards a minimal style in which 'less is more'.
Generally, Komatsu works without colour other than white.Yet
many find numerous different colours in what looks like a plain
white surface. The shadows on the surface and the surroundings
of his pieces vary from hour to hour depending on their position
and feelings of the viewer. Colours and even the forms of the pieces
appear to change.

In the early pieces, Komatsu bored only one hole through the
surface, but he felt that with just a single hole they were nothing but
vessels. However, as the holes increased in number from two or more,
something fundamental happened as, little by little, the vessel became
an object. Gradually, they took up their own space. One fascinating
aspect of Komatsu's work is that it enables the viewers to establish
their own relationship with them. Sometimes a beautiful red flower
placed into one of the holes transforms the object, at other times you
can speak to a piece with no flower as if it were your close friend.
Apart from the use of colour or decoration, the emptiness of the KUU
series is fullness. Makoto Komatsu seeks an intermediate universe
that in essence is beyond art and design - the KUU series approaches
zero without limit to gain fullness. E
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